For Your Kind Attention:

Dear Sir / Ma’am:

INTRODUCTION OF OKAYTECH SECURITY COMPANY LIMITED
COMPLETE BROCHURE AND SCOPE OF SERVICES PROPOSAL

We hereby write formally to introduce to you our organization Okaytech Security Company Limited; we are a world class Security Company in Nigeria with a competence in the design, installation and maintenance of varied security solution.

We have branches in Abuja and Lagos. We have a long working profile in Nigeria and our clientele base range from financial institutions like the Central Banks, Ministries, Embassies and other Private organizations and homes.

We hereby submit for your perusal our complete brochure and scope of services, be informed that we are available to meet with you at the shortest notice possible to discuss any issue that might arise from this proposal.

Sir, while looking forward to a mutually beneficial working relationship, you can be assured of our highly esteemed regards at all times.

Sincerely Yours,

For: Okaytech Security Company Limited

Okey Ezike
Operation Manager
+234-08033302460, +2347081607117

Tel: +234 08033302460, +2347081607117, Email: okeyezike@yahoo.com
Introduction of “Okaytech Security Company Limited”.

We wish to introduce our Group “Okaytech Security Company Limited”, specializing in Security, Safety systems and special projects (Supply of special security solutions and training).

Okaytech Security Company is a registered security company with a long working profile in Nigeria, specializes in Communication and Security Equipment in the areas of selling, marketing, importing and exporting, distributing, supplying, installing and maintenance of all kinds of Electronic Security and Communication Equipments. Our mandate and vision is to deliver safety and security solutions that are highly cost effective and cost efficient to the fulfillment and satisfaction of our customers.

Okaytech Security Company has the technological knowledge to develop all forms of security system from the Conceptual design to the commissioning and maintenance of the system all in accordance with the client’s requirements. Our systems are adaptable to any location and climatic conditions.

For offices and residential security, we have the following:

- Security Surveillance System (CCTV)
- Fire Alarm System
- Electric Perimeter Shock Fence System
- Burglary Alarm System and GSM Alert System
- Public Address System (Siren)
- Automatic Gate Operator and Automatic Door Opener
- Metal Detectors (Hand held metal detector and Walk through metal detectors). Luggage Scanner
- Radio Communication System(walkie talkies,)
- Stun guns and Self defense Equipments
- Access Control (Finger print, Numeric/digital/stand alone card reader & biometric). Time and Attendance System
- Spy Devices: Watches, Pens, eye glasses and Audio/Video Recording
- Intercoms
- Anti Riot and Police Equipments
- After sales and technical support available nationwide.
Okaytech Security Company Limited is synonymous with trust, integrity, security, efficiency and world class service. Our business is focused on delivering value by protecting lives and property at home, work and while on transit. We supply, install, Train and offer technical Support nationwide.

Our Vision: To consistently deliver unsurpassed value to our clients by protecting their most precious assets.

Our Policy: Quality, client services and client satisfaction come first.

Our special project Department deals with solutions, equipments, and Engineering.

For more detailed information, please find attached our company brochure. We will be available for further discussion at the shortest notice. We look forward to a mutually relationship

LIST OF CLINTELES

- The Central Bank of Nigeria
- Ministries
- Government /Federal Agencies
- Estates
- Embassies
- Residents
- Hotels
- Banks
- Private Companies

SECURITY MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING

Okaytech Security Company takes a management approach to security that is proactive rather than reactive. Our security plans are never generic in nature. Rather, we seek to understand the singular nature of our client’s mission and the risks that threaten that mission; and then we customize a plan to mitigate those risks. As a result, the organization is free to focus on its essential purpose, regardless of the operating environment.
CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION (CCTV) SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS

Okaytech Security Company Limited specializes in CCTV surveillance systems that ranges from stand-alone cameras to fully integrated security control centers and to the immerging IP addressable camera market. Today we are faced with an explosion of new technologies that are revolutionizing the way we view and interact with CCTV systems. At Okaytech Security Company we are committed to understand and recommending the right solution for our customers.

We offer the following brands of cameras:

- BOSCH CAMERAS
- SONY
- KFE
- PROLINE
- AXIS
- CNB
- AVITECH
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CCTV systems monitor a variety of areas. They’re used as an aid to security, to help control and deter acts of crime, to prevent employee pilferage and to provide employee safety. In retail environments, CCTV cameras remain as one of the most effective means of providing evidence, as well as being an effective deterrent to shoplifting, vandalism, and robbery. In industrial and commercial applications, CCTV cameras are used to monitor areas that might be dangerous or inaccessible by other means.

Cameras, digital and network recorders, monitors and related equipment are researchable and recommended from a vast array of high quality products. Our goal is to create an individualized and personalized system for our clients. Okaytech Security Company limited will provide the appropriate technology, design, installation, and technical support necessary to deliver the system you require.
HIDDEN CCTV CAMERAS

Fire sprinkler hidden camera

Door view camera
Intruder/Burglar Alarm System

The Intruder/Burglary Alarm System is a 24 hour Monitoring Service for total peace of mind, it is both the commercial and domestic application can be linked to a central monitoring station that will immediately notify a local police station should an alarm be activated. The alarm will activate even if an intruder cuts the phone line - something that intruders often think will disable the alarm system. The intruders’ Alarm System we install are high quality systems that provide house owners and Office Complex with the security they require, at a price they can afford.

Panic buttons or personal attack buttons are used to activate the alarm when you feel you may be under threat. Panic buttons will activate the alarm even if your system is not armed. The remote keypad of your alarm system incorporates a built-in panic button as standard. Panic buttons would be used in place vulnerable to robberies e.g. filling stations, shops, banks, homes, etc. Panic buttons can be be “set up” for silent alert to the monitoring station, i.e. no audible alarms will sound when pressed.
A passive Infrared Detector (PIR) operate by detecting heat movement given off by a person’s body. Passive infrared’s are almost systems due to reliable detection with a very low risk of false alarms. These detectors would be used in shops, banks, factories and high-risk areas etc.

Inertia Shock Sensors are normally fitted to windows and doors, they work by sensing shock or vibration by a potential intruder trying to force open or break a window or door.

These devices are heavy Duty Metal contacts activate your alarm when roller shutter or loading door is opened. These contacts are very robust and can withstand forklift trucks or heavy goods vehicles driving over them, and are designed for use in commercial alarm systems.
GSM SMS ALERT SYSTEM

- GSM SMS Alarm Messenger sends the alarm message to user mobile phone when an intruder attempt to break through the door or window.
- when alarm input e.g. PIR or smoke detector is triggered, SMS Alarm Messenger will send SMS.

SMS Alarm Messenger
a user friendly unit sending SMS to your mobile phone once triggered by alarm
<Alarm>
SMS Pro sends the SMS alerting users when alarm input is triggered. It enhances your existing alarm systems and eliminates the costly telephone line for alarm alert purpose.
Burglary Alarm system
What is automatic gate openers? A gate operator is a mechanical device used to open and close a gate, such as one at the end of a driveway. Automatic gate operators are designed for both swinging and sliding gates. They can be programmed to open and close with a wireless transmitter (Remote), or a manual device.

Okaytech Security company sell, install and maintain Centurion (SA) products: D5-Evo, Vector 2 gate operators, sector (automatic traffic barrier) and Centiner (Manual traffic barrier).

Okaytech automatic gate openers are very easy and convenient to operate. A remote is usually used to open the gates so you will not have to leave the house or get out of your car to open the gates.

-In addition, it comes standard with battery-back up ensuring that you’ll never be left outside in the event of a power failure.

“Centurion Systems offers a range of swing and sliding gate operators for both domestic and light industrial applications”.

Automatic Traffic barrier(Centiner)
Access Control and Identification Card System

WHAT IS ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM?
Access control system is operated in proximity to secured area control point including an operating system therein to provide multiple operating modes. The Access Control is operable to provide access to a secured area by entry of an identification code or the use of proximity card, which is read by the card reader, or entered to the keyboard. The user will be granted access to the controlled area when the user access requested corresponds to the level of access provided by the identification presented. This is an innovative electronic security lock that combines secured entry with ease of use. The system can be used in remote locations to provide unattended access security as well as whole-of-building access control in an office, factory or warehouse environment.

RFID Access Control          Finger print Access controls
Stand Alone Access Control
These are really keypad systems that are hardwired in. The keypad is mounted outside the door, and it controls an electric strike or magnetic lock. The stand-alone access control can be accessed by the use of proximity card that is programmed to be identified by the reader. The access control can also be restricted to certain individuals by programming the reader to recognize only the specified codes on the proximity cards of these individuals.

PERIMETER INTRUSION CONTROL SOLUTIONS
ELECTRIC SHOCK FENCE SYSTEM
Irrespective of the sophistication of your internal security system, your perimeter protection and detection remains the first line of defence. By including perimeter protection and detection measures in a security system, you are conforming a layered defence approach, as recommended by many security experts.
Okaytech Security Company offers perimeter protection systems for commercial, public sector, government and high security sites.

An Electric Fence System consists of electric wires carrying high voltage electric pulses that provide a non-lethal shock to an intruder. Tampering with the fence results in an alarm activation, configuration and can be installed as a stand-alone barrier or as an existing perimeter protection.
FIRE ALARM SYSTEM

A property working Smoke and Heat Detector in a home or office doubles the odds of surviving a fire outbreak. Smoke and Heat Detectors stands guard around the clock and when it first senses smoke, it sounds a shrill alarm. Because most fatal fires happens when people are not expecting, these detectors often buys them the precious time it takes to escape.
- In countless places all over the country, including courtrooms, warehouses, jails, airports, schools, Embassies, hospitals, nuclear power plants, Venue For special events and more – security operations Rely on the use of hand held and walk through Metal detectors.

- For airports security hand held & walk through metal detector are essential for continued safety in our travels. As well as in schools and government buildings etc, hand held and walk through metal detectors are often an important part of security procedures.
X-RAY MACHINE/ LUGGAGE SCANNER

Tunnel size: 60cm (W) x 40cm (H) (24.4 x 16.5 in)
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ANTI-ROBBERY SECURITY BOOTH

These security booths come with rotating round doors made of bullet-breakproof glasses, in-built metal detector and automatic alarm reset for the entrance and exit of the bank to detect any concealed weapon in pocket, handbag etc. The doors are designed to conform to operational standard. Okaytech security supply and install all kinds of SAIMA security booths.

Cubic type

Double Anti-Robbery Booth  Rotary Anti-Robbery Booth
Intercom/Door phones

Intercom can better home security for you and your family. There are wired, wireless, and video intercom systems.

Intercoms can have many functions, including serving as a baby monitor. With most systems all you have to do is place a unit in the baby’s room and one in yours (or in your hand to carry with you), then place the system in monitor mode and you are ready to go. If a noise is made, you hear it instantly.

In other cases you can utilize an intercom system while you are in the backyard and the kids are inside. There will be no more yelling when you want to communicate.

A video intercom system is also a great device to use at your entryway, alongside a sturdy door. If you have an uneasy feeling when you or your children have to open the door to a stranger then a video door phone is for you. You can see who is at the door before you open it and you can even communicate with them without having to open up the door at all.
Public Address system

A public address system (PA system) is an electronic amplification system with a mixer, amplifier and loudspeakers, used to reinforce a sound e.g. a person giving a speech, and distributing the sound throughout a venue or building. Simple PA system is widely used in institutional and commercial buildings, and small bars. PA system with a larger number of speakers, which are widely used in stadium, institutional and commercial buildings to read announcement or declare states of emergency.
Okaytech Security company supplies, install and maintains all kinds of Walkie Talkies and two ways Radios of different brands.

We supplies Two radios, two ways radios, transceivers, interphones, Amateur, dual band radios, mobile radios, repeaters of the following brands Motorola, Kenwood, Icom,
STUN GUNS AND SELF DEFENCE EQUIPMENTS

We supplies high quality self defence equipments and stun gun. Self defence equipments which comprises of police handcuffs, police helmets, Reflective vest, leg cuffs, Thumb cuffs, pepper sprays and tear gas.

Pepper spray enables you to defend yourself while keeping a safe distance from an attacker.

Stun guns are device that produces a high-voltage pulse that can immobilize a person for several minutes with no permanent damage in most cases. It is powered by ordinary batteries, which supply power to a circuit containing transformers, oscillators, capacitors, and electrodes.
PEPPER SPRAYS

- Tear gas ejector with key holder
- Lipstick tear gas
- Lipstick pepper spray
- Pen pepper spray

- Pepper spray ring
- Pen pepper spray

STUN GUNS

- TASER GUN
- Police capture net ejector 1 fire & ejector 3 fires
- Cell phone stun gun
Spy devices

Spy devices make it possible to carry on operations without the knowledge of others with the aid of the hidden camera on them. The events/images recorded and captured by the spy camera can be displayed and viewed on a computer/PC.
Hidden Spy Cameras Clocks

Photo Frame Spy Camera

Spy Table Clock Camera

Door View Camera

Fire Sprinkler camera
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GUARD PATROL MONITORING SYSTEM

THE NEW PROOF WAY TO MONITOR YOUR SECURITY GUARDS

No more Sleeping on duty!!!

The Guard Patrol Monitoring system is new and unique. It enables your security guards to be alert and register their visits to each checkpoint much more quickly and easily than ever before.

What's more, the Guard Patrol Reader provides you with proof records of guarding performance, showing clearly if any checkpoint has been missed out.

Now with our Guard patrol Tour System, there's no need to worry that your guards aren't doing the job you pay them to do. The paper print-out tells you everything in exact detail.

The guard patrol tour systems ensure detailed activity and monitoring of on-duty officers

How can your organization benefit from using the Security Guard Monitoring System?

- The Security Guard Monitoring System prevents your security guards from performing unauthorized activities (such as sleeping, walking off the site, etc.) at times when they should be performing their inspection patrol tours, resulting in a more secure and well-guarded site.

No more Sleeping on duty!!!
• The Guard Patrol Systems are used around the world every day by security guards to automate their jobs and provide verification they are performing their guard tour patrol job correctly.

• The systems play a vital role in any organization. In the same way, guard tour systems are being widely used these days to make sure that officers really work on their shift timings or not.

How the Guard Patrol system works?

At the start of a shift or before beginning a patrol, the guard uses the Patrol Tour Reader to read his or her unique guard ID Card. This ensures that all subsequent tour activity is associated with that guard. The guard is now ready to start his patrol and visit each of the location/buttons in the route, touching the Patrol Tour Reader to each button to confirm the visit.
When a guard reaches a checkpoint he simply touches the Patrol Tour reader to the iButton /Tags. The iButtons / Tags are physically mounted at these checkpoints — on walls, floors, in closets, inside or outside of a facility, or adjacent to fire extinguishers to facilitate periodic extinguisher checks. When contact is made with these iButtons the Reader beeps and flashes its LED, automatically recording the exact time, date and location of the guard.

The Patrol Tour Reader is completely Water Resistant, therefore the security guards can perform their patrol duty even under the rain.

**Data Processing after patrol**

The data from the Reader may be downloaded to a PC for processing of the reports via the specially supplied software. The evaluation software represents a useful tool for analysing the collected data and generating different kinds of reports of the guards performances.

The reports can be printed. Now your guards will always stay alert.
AUTOMATIC DOOR OPERATOR

Automatic doors offer a simple and convenient security solution to entrance and exiting. Okaytech security has the unique ability to integrate automatic-door operation with locking and access control.

If you choose automatic doors from Okaytech Security Company, you choose convenience, cost reductions, safe passage, and solutions to traffic problems, doors that are aesthetically pleasing and enhanced security.

Okaytech Security doors system ranges comprises a number of solutions including: Sliding Door Operator, Swing Door Operator, Telescopic Sliding Door Operator, Curved Sliding Door Operator, and Automatic Revolving Door.
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